
EC Cylinder Head Instructions 

Thank you for buying an EC Big Valve Cast Head. To get the most performance from your new head, we want to provide you 
with information to help complete your assembly or build

Installation Check List

A. Spring Install Height/Coil Bind: The install height of your springs is set by the valve length, retainer dimension, and lock 
position in relation to the mounting position in the cylinder head. Choose the springs designed for your install height, or 
you may need to modify your cylinder head to change the install height. We recommend .040” between the retainer and 
guide and before coil bind at max lift.. 

B. Retainer Clearance: Check the bottom of the retainer and the top of the valve guide. With high lift cams, the retainer 
may hit the top of the valve guide, damaging the retainer and dropping a valve. To resolve this issue is to machine the top 
of the guide to provide clearance, do not machine the retainers. You could also use longer valves, but this will change your 
install height and rocker geometry.

. 
C. Piston to Valve Clearance: Check piston to valve clearance. Changes in camshaft lift, duration, and centerlines will 
influence the clearance of your valves. Often problem starts with ratio rockers that increase lift across the profile, which 
tighten the clearance. Make sure they are checked with the rocker’s arms you plan to run with your engine.

D. Piston to Head Clearance: Stacking tolerance, heat, piston/engine speed, and weight is contributing factors for setting 
piston to head clearance. We recommend at least .040” of clearance if you are in doubt. 

E. Rocker Geometry/Push Rod Length: Check to make sure the rocker arm has good geometry and doesn’t contact the 
retainer. Part of the geometry will also include the pushrod length to ensure the rocker’s arm pivots over the center of the 
valve; if the rocker’s arm is not traveling over the center of the valve, its coil slip-off the edge if the engine valves float

F. Torque Specs and Mounting: Some blocks will not allow bolts to be installed at their full length preventing the cylinder 
head from clamping. Blocks may need to be further tapped, or shorter hardware may be required. If you are using a stud 
kit, check to ensure the nuts are clamping the head and not bottoming out on the non-threaded part of the stud. This 
problem can occur if you use a thin head gasket, the head has been shaved, or the studs are not low enough in the block. 
You may need to machine the block for the studs to sit lower or use washers under the nuts.

G. Copper Head Gasket: Copper Head Gasket must be annealed, and it’s recommended to have the cylinder head grooved 
cut for an o-ring for the best seal.

H. Compression Ratio: We recommend using 91 octanes at a minimum—measure for an accurate compression ratio to 
choose the fuel best suited for your engine. 


